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Abstract: Active noise control can be used to reduce the scattered sound of a reflecting object to
make it invisible to incident acoustic waves. For the multi-zone active noise control of scattered
sound from an infinite rigid cylinder, an active control strategy is proposed that combines the
least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) algorithm with constraint points and
regularized least squares (RLS) algorithm. The proposed control strategy is used to promote control
performance through optimizing the secondary loudspeaker placement of an active noise control
system. Compared with the RLS algorithm employing the uniformly placed loudspeakers and the
traditional LASSO algorithm, the proposed strategy has better reduction performance both in the
forward-scattered and backward-scattered sound target areas, and there is less sound amplification
in the far field. From 400 Hz–1100 Hz, the proposed strategy provides a 5 dB–16 dB reduction
performance advantage in the target area compared to the RLS algorithm employing uniformly
placed loudspeakers.

Keywords: active noise control; scattered sound control; optimized loudspeaker placement; LS algorithm;
LASSO algorithm

1. Introduction

The active noise control (ANC) technique is based on the principle of superposition to
cancel the primary noise by generating anti-noise with the same amplitude, but opposite
phase as the primary noise [1–3]. Active noise control can also be applied to reduce the
scattered sound from a reflecting object on which an incident wave impinges, thereby
rendering the object invisible to the incident acoustic waves [4,5].

Earlier studies utilized arrays of uniformly distributed secondary loudspeakers [4–7]
to control noise. However, these strategies are limited to relatively low frequencies because
of the following reason: as the wavelength of sound becomes smaller or the target area
expands, the number of the secondary loudspeakers required to achieve good noise reduc-
tion in the target area increases, and the uniformly placed secondary loudspeaker array
produces large sound amplification in other areas. In practical applications, the number
of secondary loudspeakers and the available power are limited. How to achieve a good
scattered sound control performance under the constrained condition is a critical issue that
requires resolution [8].

The control performance in the target area can be improved by optimizing the place-
ment of secondary loudspeakers, which can be viewed as a combinatorial optimization
problem. Due to the non-convexity attribute of the problem, a genetic algorithm [9–11]
and a simulated annealing algorithm [12,13] have been applied to its study. However,
the above-mentioned algorithms are prone to fall into local optimal solutions and the
performance usually depends on the selection of parameters. Moreover, for more complex
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models, the parameter selection of the algorithms is more difficult and the computational
time is exponentially higher [8]. An alternative way to approach this problem is to convert
the non-convex optimization problem to a convex optimization problem by modifying the
cost function. The main methods used in this approach are the least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (LASSO) [14] proposed by Lilis et al., the LASSO-LS method combining
the LASSO and least-squares (LS) proposed by Radmanesh et al. [15–17], the constrained
matching pursuit algorithm (CMP) [18], and the singular value decomposition algorithm
(SVD) [19] proposed by Khalilian et al. Khalilian et al. compared these methods and
concluded that the optimized placement of the loudspeaker using the CMP algorithm
results in a better performance when the power constraint is considered, and a better
performance using the LASSO algorithm when the power constraint is not considered [20].
Zhu et al. [21] proposed an iterative method based on acoustic contrast control (ACC) [22]
algorithm to optimize the loudspeaker placement. Compared to the arc array, and the
Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization (GSO) method [23], the iterative method has a better
broadband performance. However, the above methods only consider the performance of
the target area and neglect sound amplification in other areas.

Liu et al. [8] studied an algorithm combining the optimized secondary source array
using the CMP algorithm and the zero sound pressure constraint points to control the
forward-scattered sound of a rigid sphere that can improve the control performance in
the forward-scattered sound target area and suppress the sound amplification in the other
areas. However, this method does not control the backward-scattered sound from a rigid
sphere. In reality, for incident waves impinging on rigid spheres or rigid cylinders, scattered
acoustic energy is mostly concentrated in the area of the forward scattered sound (scattered
sound with an angle between the direction of the scattered wave and the direction of the
incident wave of 0◦ to 90◦) and the area of the backward-scattered sound (scattered sound
with an angle between the direction of the scattered wave and the direction of the incident
wave of 90◦ to 180◦) [8,24]. To make the scattered objects invisible to the incident acoustic
waves, it is necessary to control both the forward-scattered sound and backward-scattered
sound simultaneously.

These methods have not been applied to the multi-zone active noise control of scattered
sound from an infinite rigid cylinder and have also ignored the issue of sound amplification
in the far field. To solve these problems, an active control strategy combining the LASSO
algorithm with constraint points and the RLS algorithm is proposed in this paper. The new
method improves control performance by placing constraint points between two target
areas and optimizing the placement of the secondary loudspeakers. Compared to the
RLS algorithm with uniformly placed secondary loudspeakers and the previous LASSO
algorithm, the new method has greater noise reduction in the forward-scattered as well
as backward-scattered target area, and there is no significant sound amplification in the
far field. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
scattered acoustic field theory of an infinite rigid cylinder and the RLS algorithm with
uniformly placed secondary loudspeakers. Section 3 describes the proposed CLASSO-RLS
algorithm and the previous LASSO-RLS algorithm is also introduced. Section 4 presents
the evaluation criteria of the control performance and the comparison of the simulation
results for each method. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2. Multi-Zone Active Noise Control of the Scattered Sound from an Infinite Rigid
Cylinder with Uniformly Placed Secondary Loudspeakers

When a plane wave is incident vertically on an infinite rigid cylinder, the scattered
acoustic transfer function (from the primary source to the error point) at a point with
cylindrical coordinates (ρ, θ) can be expressed as [5,25]:

Zpe_sca(ρ, θ) = −iwρv

∞

∑
n=0

εn(−i)n J′n(ka)

H(1)′
n (ka)

H(1)
n (kρ) cos(nθ) (1)
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where k = w
c denotes the wave number, w is the angular frequency, ρv is the fluid density,

c is the speed of sound, a is the radius of an infinite rigid cylinder, Jn(·) represents the Bessel
function of the first type, n is order, J′n(·) denotes its derivative, H(1)

n (·) denotes the Hankel
function of the first type, H(1)′

n (·) represents its derivative, εn=0 = 1, and εn 6=0 = 2. When
an infinite line of monopoles parallel to the cylinder is incident at cylindrical coordinates
(ρs, θs) and the infinite line of monopoles is treated as a secondary loudspeaker, the transfer
function from the secondary loudspeaker to the error point with cylindrical coordinates
(ρ, θ) can be written as [5,25]:

Zse(ρ, θ) = iwρv

∞

∑
n=0

εn[Jn(kρin f )−
J′n(ka)

H(1)′
n (ka)

H(1)
n (kρin f )]H

(1)
n (kρsup) cos[n(θ − θs)] (2)

where ρin f = inf(ρ, ρs), ρsup = sup(ρ, ρs). In the free field, Equations (1) and (2) can be
adequately calculated for the scattered sound within ka = 100. The truncation order of (1)
must be greater than ka, and the truncation order of (2) must be greater than 10ka [5].

As shown in Figure 1a, one plane wave is incident, NL secondary loudspeakers are
uniformly placed at a distance of rs from the cylinder, Ne1 error points are placed in the
backward-scattered sound control area of the cylinder that is denoted as target area 1, Ne2
error points are placed in the forward-scattered sound control area of the cylinder that is
denoted as target area 2, and Nob observing points are uniformly placed at a distance of
r f ar from the cylinder that is denoted as far-field observation area. The scattered sound
pressure matrix of the error area (including target area 1 and target area 2) is expressed as:

Perr_ANCo f f =

[
Zpe1_sca
Zpe2_sca

]
qp (3)

where Zpe1_sca is the matrix (dimension Ne1 × 1) of scattered acoustic transfer functions of
target area 1 when one plane wave is incident, Zpe2_sca is the matrix (dimension Ne2 × 1) of
scattered acoustic transfer functions of target area 2 when one plane wave is incident, and
qp is the strength vector (dimension 1× 1) of one incident plane wave.

Figure 1. Schematic of: (a) the RLS algorithm with the uniformly placed secondary loudspeakers; and (b) the new algorithm.
The black crosses denote the constraint points.
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When NL secondary sources are activated, the sound pressure matrix of the error area
(including target area 1 and target area 2) can be written as:

Perr_ANCon =

[
Zse1_uni
Zse2_uni

]
qs +

[
Zpe1_sca
Zpe2_sca

]
qp (4)

where Zse1_uni is the matrix (dimension Ne1×NL) of transfer functions from the NL uniformly
placed secondary loudspeakers to target area 1, Zse2_uni is the matrix (dimension Ne2 × NL)
of transfer functions from the NL uniformly placed secondary loudspeakers to target area 2,
and qs is the strength vector (dimension NL× 1) of the secondary loudspeakers.

The RLS algorithm [14,20] using uniformly placed secondary loudspeakers aims to
minimize the sound pressure in the target area under the premise that the secondary
loudspeaker power is constrained ‖qs‖

2
2 ≤ Pmax. Pmax is the maximum allowable power of

the secondary loudspeakers, and the cost function of the RLS algorithm is given by:

J =
∥∥∥∥[ Zse1_uni

Zse2_uni

]
qs +

[
Zpe1_sca
Zpe2_sca

]
qp

∥∥∥∥2

2
+ λ‖qs‖

2
2 (5)

where λ is the regularization parameter. By setting the partial derivative of Equation (5)
with respect to qs to zero, the solution to Equation (5) can be written as:

qs = −(Zle f t
HZle f t + λI)

−1
Zle f tZrightqp (6)

where Zleft =
[

Zse1_uni Zse2_uni
]T ,Zright =

[
Zpe1_sca Zpe2_sca

]T and I is an identity
matrix. After calculating the secondary loudspeaker strength vector qs with the initialized
regularization parameter λ = 10−4, if the power constraint condition ‖qs‖

2
2 ≤ Pmax is not

satisfied, λ is increased until the condition is satisfied [18,26].

3. Proposed CLASSO-RLS Method for Multi-Zone Active Noise Control of the
Scattered Sound from an Infinite Rigid Cylinder

As shown in Figure 1b, one plane wave is incident, NS candidate secondary loud-
speakers are uniformly placed at a distance of rs from the cylinder, and Nc constraint
points are uniformly placed between the two target areas. To promote sparsity of the
strength vector of the secondary loudspeakers and suppress the sound amplification of
the constraint points, the CLASSO-RLS algorithm adds the l1-norm ‖qs‖1 and the noise
reduction constraint of the constraint points to the cost function of the RLS algorithm.
The cost function of the CLASSO-RLS algorithm can be expressed as:

min
∥∥∥∥[ Zse1

Zse2

]
qs +

[
Zpe1_sca
Zpe2_sca

]
qp

∥∥∥∥2

2
+ γCLASSO‖qs‖1

s.t.NRc_γn ≥ NRc0

s.t.‖qs‖
2
2 ≤ Pmax

(7)

where Zse1 is the matrix (dimension Ne1 × NS) of transfer functions from the NS candi-
date secondary loudspeakers to target area 1, Zse2 is the matrix (dimension Ne2 × NS) of
transfer functions from the NS candidate secondary loudspeakers to target area 2, qs is
the strength vector (dimension NS× 1) of NS candidate secondary loudspeakers, NRc_γn

denotes the noise reduction of the constraint points, and NRc0 is the maximum noise
reduction of the constraint points under a certain condition, which is defined in detail
below. The sparse penalty parameter γCLASSO regulates the number of non-zero entries of
qs [14]; the larger sparse penalty parameter γCLASSO results in fewer non-zero entries. The
CLASSO-RLS algorithm selects NL optimized secondary loudspeakers from NS candidate
secondary loudspeakers.

The CLASSO-RLS algorithm ensures a relatively large noise reduction in the target
area as well as at the constraint points when selecting the sparse penalty parameter γCLASSO.
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The maximum noise reduction in the target area corresponds to a particular sparse penalty
parameter. A small value of noise reduction ∆NR will be neglected in this paper, so that
several sparse penalty parameters corresponding to relatively large noise reduction can
be obtained within a certain noise reduction range [NRmax − ∆NR, NRmax]. Subsequently,
the parameter with the largest noise reduction at the constraint points is selected as the
final sparse penalty parameter γCLASSO. The detailed procedure for selecting γCLASSO is
as follows:

Step 1: γn is the possible sparse penalty value and Nγ possible sparse penalty param-

eters are selected evenly in the selected value interval (0,
∥∥∥Zle f tZrightqp

∥∥∥
∞
) to form the

possible sparse penalty value set {γn}
Nγ

n=1 (dimension Nγ × 1).
Step 2: Using the CVX toolbox [27] to solve Equation (7) and obtain the solution qs,

the secondary loudspeakers with the largest NL amplitude in qs are selected as the chosen
secondary loudspeakers for each γn. Equation (6) is used to calculate the strength vector
(dimension NL× 1) of the chosen secondary loudspeakers qs_γn

, and calculate the target
area noise reduction NRγn :

NRγn = 10 log

∥∥∥Zpe_scaqp

∥∥∥2

2∥∥∥Zpe_scaqp + Zse_γn qs_γn

∥∥∥2

2

(8)

where Zse_γn is the matrix (dimension (Ne1 + Ne2)× NL) of transfer functions from the
chosen secondary loudspeakers to the target area for γn. The calculation of the constraint
point noise reduction NRc_γn is carried out using:

NRc_γn = 10 log

∥∥∥Zpc_scaqp

∥∥∥2

2∥∥∥Zpc_scaqp + Zsc_γn qs_γn

∥∥∥2

2

(9)

where Zpc_sca is the scattered sound matrix (dimension Nc × 1) of the constraint points,
Zsc_γn is the transfer function matrix (dimension Nc×NL) from the chosen secondary loud-
speakers to the constraint points for γn, and Zsc is the transfer function matrix (dimension
Nc × NS) from the candidate secondary loudspeakers to the constraint points; Zsc_γn is
selected from Zsc.

Here, the target area noise reduction set NRγn =
[

NRγ1 . . . NRγNγ

]
(dimension

Nγ × 1) and the constraint point noise reduction set NRc_γn =
[

NRc_γ1 . . . NRc_γNγ

]
(dimension Nγ× 1) are formed. An important point of consideration after solving Equation (7)
is the number of non-zero entries of qs. If this is less than NL, step 2 can be concluded.

Step 3: Let NRmax = max(NRγn); ∆NR is a small value of noise reduction artifi-
cially defined and in this paper ∆NR= 1 dB. By iterating through the target area noise
reduction set NRγn , if NRγn ≥ NRmax − ∆NR, the corresponding γn is selected to form the
alternative parameter set of Na values γa = [γ1, γ2, . . . , γNa ] (dimension Na× 1) and the cor-
responding constraint point noise reduction NRc_γn is selected to form the set of Na values
NRc_γa =

[
NRc_γ1 . . . NRc_γNa

]
(dimension Na × 1).

Step 4: Let NRc0 = max(NRc_γa); the γa corresponding to the maximum constraint
point noise reduction NRc0 is selected as the final sparse penalty parameter γCLASSO.

The CLASSO-RLS algorithm is divided into two stages. In the first stage, the value
of γCLASSO is selected and the optimized NL secondary loudspeakers are obtained by
solving Equation (7) using the CVX toolbox. In the second stage, the strength vector of the
optimized secondary loudspeakers qs_γCLASSO

is solved using Equation (6). The complete
computational description of the CLASSO-RLS algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The main symbols are introduced in Table A1 in Appendix A.
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Algorithm 1. The CLASSO-RLS algorithm

Input: the matrix of scattered acoustic transfer functions of Ne1 error points in target
area 1 Zpe1_sca.
Input: the matrix of scattered acoustic transfer functions of Ne2 error points in target
area 2 Zpe2_sca.
Input: the matrix of scattered acoustic transfer functions of Nc constraint points Zpc_sca .
Input: the matrix of transfer functions from NS candidate secondary loudspeakers to Ne1 error
points in target area 1 Zse1.
Input: the matrix of transfer functions from NS candidate secondary loudspeakers to Ne2 error
points in target area 2 Zse2.
Input: the matrix of transfer functions from NS candidate secondary loudspeakers to Nc
conatraint points Zsc.
Input: the strength vector of one incident plane wave qp.
Output: the strength vector of optimized secondary loudspeakers qs_γCLASSO

.

Step 1: Select Nγ possible parameters evenly in the selected value interval (0,
∥∥∥Zle f tZrightqp

∥∥∥
∞
)

to form the possible sparse penalty value set {γn}
Nγ

n=1.
Step 2: Initialize the target area noise reduction set NRγn and the constraint point noise reduction
set NRc_γn , so that their elements are 0.
Step 3: for n = 1, 2, . . . , Nγ.

γCLASSO = γn, Use the CVX toolbox to solve Equation (7), the secondary loudspeakers
with the NL largest amplitude in qs are selected.

if ‖qs‖0 ≥ NL
Use Equation (6) to calculate the strength vector of the chosen secondary loudspeakers

qs_γn
, use Equations (8) and (9) to calculate the target area noise reduction

NRγn and the constraint point noise reduction NRc_γn .
else
Skip to Step 4.
end if
Update the target area noise reduction set NRγn and the constraint point noise reduction set
NRc_γn .
end for
Step 4: Obtain the maximum target area noise reduction NRmax = max(NRγn ).
Step 5: Initialize the alternative sparse penalty parameter set γa and the alternative constraint
point noise reduction set NRc_γa , so that their elements are 0. Initialize a small value of noise
reduction ∆NR.
Step 6: for a = 1, 2, . . . , length(NRγn )
if NRγn ≥ NRmax − ∆NR

Update the alternative sparse penalty parameter set γa and the alternative con-straint
point noise reduction set NRc_γa .

end if
end for

Step 7: Obtain the maximum constraint point noise reduction NRc0 = max(NRc_γa ).
Step 8: Select the sparse penalty parameter γa corresponding to NRc0 as the final sparse penalty
parameter γCLASSO.
Step 9: Calculate the strength vector of NL optimized secondary loudspeakers qs_γCLASSO

using
Equation (6).

In this paper, the proposed CLASSO-RLS algorithm is compared with the RLS algo-
rithm and the previous LASSO-RLS algorithm [14–17,20]. The LASSO-RLS algorithm often
selects sparse penalty parameter γLASSO using cross-validation techniques [14]. When NL
secondary loudspeakers are chosen, the sparse penalty parameter can be selected in two
ways. The first approach [14] is to assign the empirical value γnv= ( 1

20

)∥∥∥Zle f tZrightqp

∥∥∥
∞

advocated in reference [28] to the sparse penalty parameter, and subsequently use the
BCD algorithm [14] to solve Equation (7) and obtain the solution qs. Consequently, the
secondary loudspeakers with the NL largest intensity values are selected as the optimized
secondary loudspeakers. In the simulation, the first approach is called LASSO-RLS-γC
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method. The second method [20] is to increase γLASSO and use the BCD method to solve
Equation (7) until the number of non-zero entries in the strength vector of the optimized
secondary loudspeakers is NL. Finally, the NL secondary loudspeakers are selected as the
optimized secondary loudspeakers. In the simulation, this method is called the LASSO-
RLS-γNL algorithm. Neither the LASSO-RLS-γC method nor LASSO-RLS-γNL algorithm
have constraint points, which is the biggest difference to the proposed CLASSO-RLS algo-
rithm. Both the LASSO-RLS-γC method and LASSO-RLS-γNL algorithm have two stages.
In the first stage, NL optimized secondary loudspeakers are selected from NS candidate
secondary loudspeakers. In the second stage, qs_γLASSO

is solved using Equation (6).

4. Simulation Results and Discussion

In this section, the simulation results of the proposed CLASSO-RLS algorithm, LASSO-
RLS-γC method [14], LASSO-RLS-γNL [20] method, and the RLS [14] algorithm using
uniformly placed loudspeakers(called Uni-RLS algorithm) are compared.

4.1. Simulation Parameter Setting and Criteria of the Control Performance

In this 2D simulation, the primary sources are single-frequency plane waves with
frequencies ranging from 400 Hz to 1100 Hz at a frequency interval of 100 Hz. The source
strength of the primary field was qp = 1 m3s−1 and the strength vector (dimension 1× 1) of
one incident plane wave was qp= [qp]. The maximum power of the secondary loudspeak-
ers was Pmax = 2 m6s−2 and the speed of sound was considered as c = 343 ms−1. Target
area 1 is set in the region of the backward-scattered sound, which is a 1 m× 1 m square area
with 169 uniformly distributed error points. Target area 2 is set in the forward-scattered
sound region, which is a rectangular 1 m× 2 m area with 325 evenly distributed error
points. The spacing between the error points was 0.083 m and the radius of the cylinder
was a = 0.38 m. The infinite line of monopoles is treated as a secondary loudspeaker. Eight
secondary loudspeakers were placed uniformly around the cylinder at a distance of 0.05a
from the cylinder surface in Figure 1a. Eight optimized placed secondary loudspeakers
were selected from 64 uniformly placed candidate secondary loudspeakers at a distance
of 0.05a from the cylinder surface in Figure 1b. Thirty-two constraint points were placed
uniformly between target area 1 and target area 2 at a distance of 2.53a from the cylinder
surface in Figure 1b. To observe the noise reduction in the far field, 360 uniformly placed
far-field observing points were located at a distance of 1000a from the center of the cylinder.
To observe the noise reduction in the target area, 63,001 near-field observing points were
evenly distributed in a 5 m× 5 m square area in the x-y plane centered at the center of
the cylinder; the spacing between the near-field observing points was 0.02 m. The noise
reduction for one observing point is defined as:

NRob = 10 log


∣∣∣Pob_ANCo f f

∣∣∣2
|Pob_ANCon|2

 (10)

where Pob_ANCo f f and Pob_ANCon are the sound pressures before and after the active noise
control for one observing point, respectively. The noise reduction for the entire target area
can be described as:

NRe = 10 log


∥∥∥Pe_ANCo f f

∥∥∥2

2

‖Pe_ANCon‖2
2

 = 10 log


∥∥∥Zpe_scaqp

∥∥∥2

2∥∥∥Zpe_scaqp + Zseqs

∥∥∥2

2

 (11)

where NRe is the ratio of the squared sum of the sound pressure before and after active
noise control for 494 error points, Pe_ANCo f f =

[
Pe1_ANCo f f , . . . , Pe494_ANCo f f

]
is the

sound pressure matrix (dimension 494× 1) for the error points before noise control and
Pe_ANCon =

[
Pe1_ANCon, . . . , Pe494_ANCon

]
is the sound pressure matrix (dimension
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494× 1) for the error points after noise control. Similarly, the noise reduction in target area
1 NRe_area1, the noise reduction in target area 2 NRe_area2, and the noise reduction in the
far-field observation area NRob_ f ar can be computed as:

NRe_area1 = 10 log


∥∥∥Pe_area1_ANCo f f

∥∥∥2

2

‖Pe_area1_ANCon‖2
2

 (12)

NRe_area2 = 10 log


∥∥∥Pe_area2_ANCo f f

∥∥∥2

2

‖Pe_area2_ANCon‖2
2

 (13)

NRob_ f ar = 10 log


∥∥∥Pob_ f ar_ANCo f f

∥∥∥2

2∥∥∥Pob_ f ar_ANCon

∥∥∥2

2

 (14)

where NRe_area1 is the ratio of the squared sum of the sound pressure before and after noise
control for the 169 error points in target area 1, and NRe_area2 is the ratio of the squared
sum of the sound pressure before and after noise control for the 325 error points in target
area 2. NRob_ f ar is the ratio of the squared sum of the sound pressure before and after noise
control for 360 observing points in the far-field observation area.

4.2. Simulation Results of the Scattered Sound Field and the Loudspeaker Placement for Each Method

For the first simulation, the sound pressure amplitude of the scattered sound field and
the results of the selected loudspeaker placement for each method from 400 Hz to 1000 Hz
are shown in Figure 2. The first row shows scattered sound fields from 400 Hz to 1000 Hz,
the second row shows Uni-RLS-based placement, the third row shows CLASSO-RLS-based
placement, the fourth row shows LASSO-RLS-γC-based placement, and the fifth row shows
LASSO-RLS-γNL-based placement.

Figure 2a–c shows that scattered sound power is mainly distributed in the forward-
scattered sound area (in the negative half-axis of the x-axis) and the backward-scattered
sound area (in the positive half-axis of the x-axis). The amplitude of the forward-scattered
sound increases with increasing frequency, and the region of forward scattered sound
becomes larger along the negative half-axis of the x-axis.

Figure 2d–f shows the uniformly placed secondary loudspeakers and the distribution
of the secondary loudspeakers doesn’t change with increasing frequency. Figure 2g–i
shows that the selected loudspeakers of the proposed CLASSO-RLS algorithm are mainly
distributed in the forward region of the cylinder (near the region of the forward-scattered
sound) and the backward region of the cylinder (near the region of the backward-scattered
sound). As the frequency increases, there are more secondary loudspeakers in the forward
region and the secondary loudspeaker distribution in the backward region becomes more
concentrated.

Figure 2j–o illustrates that the selected loudspeakers of LASSO-RLS-γC method and
those of the LASSO-RLS-γNL method are mainly distributed in the forward and backward
regions of the cylinder. The distribution of the secondary loudspeakers changes with
increasing frequency. Compared to the CLASSO-RLS method, there are more secondary
loudspeakers in the forward region and the distribution of the secondary loudspeakers in
the backward region is more concentrated.

4.3. Simulation Results of the Control Performance for Each Method at 700 Hz

In the second simulation, the noise reduction of 63,001 near-field observing points in a
5 m× 5 m square area can be calculated using Equation (10). The scattered sound field of
the 700 Hz primary source and the noise reduction effects of the proposed CLASSO-RLS
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algorithm, the LASSO-RLS-γC method, the LASSO-RLS-γNL method and the Uni-RLS
algorithm at 700 Hz are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Scattered sound field and the results of loudspeaker placement for each method from 400 Hz to 1000 Hz:
(a) scattered sound field of the 400 Hz primary source; (b) scattered sound field of the 700 Hz primary source; (c) scat-
tered sound field of the 1000 Hz primary source; (d) Uni-RLS (400 Hz); (e) Uni-RLS (700 Hz); (f) Uni-RLS (1000 Hz);
(g) CLASSO-RLS (400 Hz); (h) CLASSO-RLS (700 Hz); (i) CLASSO-RLS (1000 Hz); (j) LASSO-RLS-γC (400 Hz);
(k) LASSO-RLS-γC (700 Hz); (l) LASSO-RLS-γC (1000 Hz); (m) LASSO-RLS-γNL (400 Hz); (n) LASSO-RLS-γNL (700 Hz);
and (o) LASSO-RLS-γNL (1000 Hz).

Figure 3. Scattered sound field and the control performance for each method at 700 Hz: (a) scattered sound field of
the 700 Hz primary source; (b) control performance of the Uni-RLS algorithm(700 Hz); (c) control performance of the
LASSO-RLS-γC algorithm (d) control performance of the proposed CLASSO-RLS algorithm (700 Hz); and (e) control
performance of the LASSO-RLS-γNL algorithm (700 Hz).

Figure 3a shows that scattered sound power is mainly distributed in the forward-
scattered sound area (the target area 2) and the backward-scattered sound area (the target
area 1). The goal of the noise control is to obtain large noise reduction in these two areas.

As seen in Figure 3b, there is small noise reduction in two target areas. As shown
in Figure 3c–e, compared to the Uni-RLS method, there are larger noise reductions in
two target areas using the three secondary loudspeaker-optimized placement algorithms.
Figure 3b–e illustrate that the reduction performance and size of the noise reduction areas
of all three secondary loudspeaker-optimized placement algorithms are better than that of
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the Uni-RLS algorithm. The noise reduction of the entire error points in two target areas
NRe (calculated by Equation (11)) of the Uni-RLS algorithm, and the proposed CLASSO-
RLS algorithm, LASSO-RLS-γC method, and the LASSO-RLS-γNL method are 13 dB, 27 dB,
20 dB, and 16 dB, respectively. The poor performance of the Uni-RLS algorithm is due to
the placement of the secondary loudspeakers at locations that are less critical (Figure 2e),
such that the power of the secondary loudspeakers is not fully utilized. However, the
secondary loudspeakers of the three optimized algorithms are placed at more important
locations (Figure 2h,k,n) that are closer to the forward-scattered and backward-scattered
target areas, such that the cancellation of the scattered sound field is better.

4.4. Simulation Results of the Noise Reduction for Each Method from 400 Hz to 1100 Hz

In the third simulation, the noise reduction of the entire error points NRe, the noise
reduction of the error points in target area 1 NRe_area1, the noise reduction of the error
points in target area 2 NRe_area2, and the noise reduction of the far-field observing points
NRob_ f ar for each method can be calculated using Equations (11)–(14). Figure 4a shows NRe
for each method, Figure 4b shows NRob_ f ar for each method, Figure 4c shows NRe_area1 for
each method, and Figure 4d shows NRe_area2 for each method. The frequencies range from
400 Hz to 1100 Hz at a frequency interval of 100 Hz.

Figure 4. Comparisons of the noise reduction for each method from 400 Hz to 1100 Hz: (a) the comparison of the noise
reduction in the target area; (b) the comparison of the noise reduction in the far-field observing area; (c) the comparison of
the noise reduction in the target area 1; and (d) the comparison of the noise reduction in the target area 2.
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As shown in Figure 4, the noise reduction of each algorithm in the entire target area,
target area 1, target area 2, and far-field observation area decreased with increasing fre-
quency. Figure 4a illustrates that from 700 to 1100 Hz, the noise reduction of the three
optimized algorithms in the entire target area is 2–13 dB greater than that of the Uni-RLS
algorithm because the under-sampling issue of the uniformly placed secondary loud-
speakers becomes gradually critical as the frequency increases. In contrast, the secondary
loudspeaker spacing of the three optimized algorithms changes with increasing frequency.
This provides better cancellation of the scattered sound field, resulting in improved noise
reduction performance. Among the three optimized algorithms, the proposed CLASSO-
RLS algorithm outperforms the other algorithms. From 400 Hz–1100 Hz, the proposed
strategy gains a 5 dB–16 dB reduction performance advantage in the target area compared
to the Uni-RLS algorithm.

As for the noise reduction performance in the far-field observation area, Figure 4b
illustrates that the noise reduction of the proposed CLASSO-RLS algorithm is better than
that of the other methods from 400 Hz–1100 Hz because of the addition of the constraint
points. The secondary loudspeaker selection process of the CLASSO-RLS algorithm consid-
ers the noise reduction of the constraint points and the noise reduction of the entire target
area. Thus, the noise reduction performance is better in the direction where the constraint
points and the error points are located, and the noise reduction at the far-field observing
points is also larger.

As shown in Figure 4c, the CLASSO-RLS algorithm achieves a noise reduction in
target area1 that is 5–22 dB greater than that in the other two optimal methods from
400 Hz to 900 Hz. This is because the LASSO-RLS-γC and the LASSO-RLS-γNL methods
have fewer secondary loudspeakers distributed in the backward region of the cylinder com-
pared to the CLASSO-RLS algorithm, and the distribution of the secondary loudspeakers
is too concentrated to effectively cancel the scattered acoustic field.

Figure 4d illustrates that the CLASSO-RLS algorithm achieves better noise reduction
in target area 2 compared to the other methods, because the change in the distribution
of the selected secondary loudspeakers in the forward region more effectively matches
the change in the wavelength of the sound as the frequency increases, leading to a better
cancellation of the scattered sound field.

4.5. Simulation Results of the Control Perormance in Far Field for Each Method

In the fourth simulation, a comparison of the directivity for each method before and af-
ter active noise control at far-field observing points from 400 Hz to 1000 Hz is performed. As
seen in Figure 1, 360 uniformly placed far-field observing points were located at a distance
of 1000a from the center of the cylinder (the radius of the cylinder was a = 0.38 m). Before
active noise control, the sound pressure for one far-field observing point can be calculated
by Pob_ f ar_ANCo f f = Zpob_ f ar_scaqp. The source strength of the primary field is qp = 1 m3s−1.
The scattered acoustic transfer function at one far-field observing point Zpob_ f ar_sca can
be calculated using Equation (1). After active noise control, the sound pressure for one
far-field observing point can be calculated by Pob_ f ar_ANCon = Zpob_ f ar_scaqp + Zsob_ f arqs.
The source strength vector (dimension NL× 1) of the selected secondary loudspeakers
qs is calculated by each method introduced in Sections 2 and 3. The matrix (dimension
1× NL) of the transfer functions form NL selected secondary loudspeakers to one far-field
observing point Zsob_ f ar can be obtained using Equation (2).

The absolute values of the sound pressure before active noise control for 360 far-field
observing points are shown as the red dotted lines in Figure 5. The absolute values of the
sound pressure after active noise control for 360 far-field observing points are shown as the
blue solid lines in Figure 5. The frequencies range from 400 Hz to 1000 Hz at a frequency
interval of 300 Hz. The first row shows the directivity patterns for Uni-RLS algorithm,
the second row shows the directivity patterns for CLASSO-RLS algorithm, the third row
shows the directivity patterns for LASSO-RLS-γC algorithm, and the fourth row shows the
directivity patterns for LASSO-RLS-γNL algorithm.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the directivity for each method before and after active noise control at far-field observing
points from 400 Hz to 1000 Hz: (a) Uni-RLS (400 Hz); (b) Uni-RLS (700 Hz); (c) Uni-RLS (1000 Hz); (d) CLASSO-RLS
(400 Hz); (e) CLASSO-RLS (700 Hz); (f) CLASSO-RLS (1000 Hz); (g) LASSO-RLS-γC (400 Hz); (h) LASSO-RLS-γC (700 Hz);
(i) LASSO-RLS-γC (1000 Hz); (j) LASSO-RLS-γNL (400 Hz); (k) LASSO-RLS-γNL (700 Hz); and (l) LASSO-RLS-γNL (1000 Hz).
The red dotted line corresponds to the control off and the blue solid line corresponds to the control on.
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As seen in Figure 5, in the directions where the target areas are located, the blue solid
line is smaller than the red dotted line for each method. It illustrates that all algorithms
have good noise reduction in the directions of the forward-scattered sound and backward-
scattered sound target areas. However, as shown in Figure 5a–c,g–l, in the directions with
an angle of 90◦ from the incident direction, the blue solid lines are bigger than the red
dotted lines. It illustrates that Uni-RLS algorithm, LASSO-RLS-γC method and LASSO-
RLS-γNL method exhibit sound amplification after active noise control in the two directions
and the sound amplification becomes more apparent with increasing frequency. This is due
to the fact that as the frequency increases, the secondary loudspeakers need more power
to provide good noise reduction in the target areas. However, as the power increases,
the secondary loudspeakers produce larger sound amplification outside the target areas.

In contrast, as shown in Figure 5d–f, in the directions with an angle of 90◦ from the
incident direction, the blue solid lines and the red dotted lines have approximately the same
values. It illustrates that the proposed CLASSO-RLS algorithm exhibits negligible sound
amplification after active noise control in the two directions. This is because the CLASSO-
RLS algorithm places constraint points in the non-error areas (Figure 1b). Moreover, the
noise reduction of the constraint points is considered in the process of selecting secondary
loudspeakers to reduce the noise at the constraint points as much as possible under
a stipulated condition, thereby effectively suppressing the sound amplification in the
direction where the constraint points are located.

5. Conclusions

For the multi-zone active noise control of scattered sound from infinite rigid cylinders,
an active control strategy combining the LASSO algorithm with constraint points and the
RLS algorithm is proposed in this paper. Simulation results show that the new method
achieves a 5 dB–16 dB reduction performance advantage in the target area compared to
the RLS algorithm employing uniformly placed loudspeakers from 400 Hz to 1100 Hz.
Additionally, the noise reduction performance of the new method is better than that of
the previous LASSO algorithm. The new method improves the control performance of
the scattered sound control to render the scattered object invisible to the incident acoustic
waves; it exhibits a larger noise reduction in the forward-scattered and backward-scattered
sound target areas, with no significant sound amplification in the far field observation
area. This is because the new method adds constraint points and considers both the noise
reduction of the error points as well as that of the constraint points when selecting the
optimal secondary loudspeakers.

The proposed control algorithm has an important application in scattered sound
control: it can achieve large noise reduction in multiple zones of the scattered sound while
suppressing the sound amplification outside the target area. The new algorithm has a
lower computational complexity than that of the RLS algorithm with uniform placement
of secondary loudspeakers. This is because the RLS algorithm with uniformly placed
secondary loudspeakers needs more loudspeakers to achieve the same noise reduction
effect, which increases the computational complexity in the calculation of the loudspeaker
strength. In future work, the multi-zone control algorithm for finite-length cylindrical
scattered objects will be investigated and their practical control effect will be verified.
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Appendix A

The main symbols in this paper are shown in Table A1.

Table A1. Main symbols in the simulation.

Symbol Meaning

Ne1 The number of error points in target area 1

Ne2 The number of error points in target area 2

Nob The number of far-field observing points

Nc The number of constraint points

NS The number of candidate secondary loudspeakers

NL The number of the selected secondary loudspeakers

Zpe1_sca
The matrix (dimension Ne1 × 1) of scattered acoustic transfer functions of target

area 1 when one plane wave is incident

Zpe2_sca
The matrix (dimension Ne2 × 1) of scattered acoustic transfer functions of target

area 2 when one plane wave is incident

qp The strength vector(dimension 1× 1) of one incident plane wave

qs The strength vector (dimension NL× 1) of the selected secondary loudspeakers.

Pmax The maximum allowable power of the secondary loudspeakers

Zse1_uni
The matrix (dimension Ne1 × NL) of transfer functions from the NL uniformly

placed secondary loudspeakers to target area 1

Zse2_uni
The matrix (dimension Ne2 × NL) of transfer functions from the NL uniformly

placed secondary loudspeakers to target area 2

λ The regularization parameter

Zse1
The matrix (dimension Ne1 × NS) of transfer functions from the NS candidate

secondary loudspeakers to target area 1

Zse2
The matrix (dimension Ne2 × NS) of transfer functions from the NS candidate

secondary loudspeakers to target area 2

γCLASSO The sparse penalty parameter in CLASSO-RLS method

γLASSO The sparse penalty parameter in LASSO method

NRγn

The noise reduction of the entire error points when the sparse penalty is
γCLASSO = γn in CLASSO-RLS method

NRc_γn

The noise reduction of the constraint points when the sparse penalty is
γCLASSO = γn in CLASSO-RLS method

NRc0
The maximum noise reduction of the constraint points under a certain condition

in CLASSO-RLS method

NRmax The maximum noise reduction of the entire error points in CLASSO-RLS method

∆NR A small value of noise reduction in CLASSO-RLS method

NRob The noise reduction of one observing point in criteria of the control performance

NRe
The noise reduction of the entire Ne1 + Ne2 error points in criteria of

the control performance
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Table A1. Cont.

Symbol Meaning

NRe_area1
The noise reduction of the Ne1 error points in target area 1 in criteria of

the control performance

NRe_area2
The noise reduction of the Ne2 error points in target area 2 in criteria of

the control performance

NRob_ f ar
The noise reduction of the Nob far-field observing points in criteria of

the control performance

Pob_ANCo f f The sound pressure before the active noise control for one observing point

Pob_ANCon The sound pressure after the active noise control for one observing point

Pob_ f ar_ANCo f f
The sound pressure before the active noise control for one

far-field observing point

Pob_ f ar_ANCon
The sound pressure after the active noise control for one

far-field observing point
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